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copyright … trade secrets … confidential information …
trademarks … passing off action …
… trade practices legislation …
industrial design … patent …
plant variety rights …
geographical indicators
Copyright Act 1968 (Cth)

copyright rights

moral rights
rights?
how?

ownership?
how long?
infringed?

exceptions
fair dealing

library provisions
educational institutions

moral rights
consequences of
infringing
exploitation

http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses/

Attribution  Share Alike  Noncommercial  No Derivative Works
http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses/

Attribution Non-Commercial

library provisions
copying for clients

preservation
replacement

adding to the collection
inter-library copies

admin purposes
section 200AB

licensed resources
By opening the accompanying software packets you acknowledge that you have read and accept the following …

… a non-exclusive licence to use one copy of the enclosed … solely for your own personal or business purposes on a single computer …
[the Licensee will] supervise and control the use … to ensure that all use of it accords with this agreement and that each person who has access … is aware of and complies with the terms of this Agreement.

assess the product
assess what you need

assess the agreement
prioritise

negotiate
decide
comply